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Geometry assignment answers
· Discussion starter • #1 • October 4, 2017 I thought I'd get wheel weights on my 1025R, however the JD website really isn't the best I've ever seen,,,I can't seem to find a lot of info on them,, I saw them in the video with Tim,, Im wondering they're coming in different weights or what? or could I see some pics of you? Thank you thank you! · No wheel weight.
Just my 420LB body seat. I have a ballast box for my FEL. · I think I'd get wheel weights on my 1025R, however the JD website really isn't the best I've ever seen,,,I can't find much info about them, I saw them in the video with Tim,, Im wondering they come in different weights or what? or could I see some pics of you? Thank you! Plastic ones like Tim are
50#, definitely the cheapest way to go. Cast weightS I think are also 50# but you can add more to them. Plus with steel you also have to buy mounting hardware. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk · Cast iron wheel weights series 1 come in 2 types, starter weight (72 #each) and add-on's (50 # each). You can get starters and add up to 2 additional add-ons
depends on what you need. BTW, some have only bolted add-ons without a starter, works just as well. I have 1 starter and 1 add-on on each side, works well for me. I also prefer cast iron over plastic ones, cast iron will basically last a lifetime. Plastic works well, but can be damaged. There are quite a few posts about wheel weights, just type the wheel weight
in the 1025R search box and start reading some of them. I think these are JD part numbers: £72 starter bm17973 50 lb add-ons BM17972 Only my 2 cents. · Plastic weights are the same as on the X500 series, so you may want to look for some used ones as well. I just kept mine when I sold my X590 and bought my 1025R. This item does not belong on this
page. Thanks, we'll look into it. Expand All Collapse All Drive-over Deck makes the connection simple 1 Family Tractors are designed to reduce the time and effort required to switch-out implements to accommodate various works. Automatic connection deck system: connect the mower's mesa to the tractor in less than 60 seconds without leaving the seat,
except to lock the wheels of the gauge. Load-N-Go Mount: Easily move your 54D or 60D Autoconnect deck with your John Deere Loader after it is disconnected from the tractor with a Load-N-Go ramp. Quik-Park™ Loader System: 120R Quik-Park™ Forklifts are designed for easy assembly and removal in about a minute, with no tools required. QuikTatch™ front hitch: Save time by switching front tools like a snow blower, rotary broom, or anterior blade without tools. iMatch™ quick-hitch: Easy hookup Category 1 implements in seconds using three fixed points back and pick up the rear Leaving the seat position control hook: Set rear hook height and then consistently reduce the hook to the exact height
each time, which is especially useful for bulking and leveling applications. Quik-Knect™: Connect electrical spindle (WTO)drive tools quickly and with low physical effort. The Quik-Knect system uses a single connector for the tractor's PTO shaft and the selected connector for each object, which prevents rotation and forcing the spikes to align. 1 Family
tractors can have up to three tools installed simultaneously because of the standard dual selective control valves (SCV), which allow you to move from using one tool to another without stopping to adjust. Adding a third SET of SCV will result in a significant increase in the number of possible combinations. Twin Touch™ pedals Hydrostatic transmission's
infinite ground speed and direction of travel are controlled by twin touch foot pedals. Ideal for forklift or mower requiring frequent directional and speed changes No clutches are required for quick direction change Align the work with infinite ground speeds Standard 4WD and power steering tools make 1 family tractors great for mowing Both 4WD and power
steering are standard equipment on 1 family tractors. This combination allows excellent manoeuvrability and easy operation. Narrow overall width allows you to work in tight places, where the most shone part of compact tractors simply can not fit. The 144.8 cm (57-in.) wheel base and 119.4 cm (47 in.) overall width provide great stability for all types of terrain.
The power steering is less of a steering wheel turn than manual steering, which is particularly valuable for mowing around obstacles or during front loader operation. A high horsepower-to-weight ratio makes 1 family tractor a good choice for a variety of tasks. The total weight of the tractor reduces the compaction of the ground and makes them great for
mowing. The fully independent PTO (PTO) allows the PTO to be started and unlocked without slowing down the tractor' s movement. This is important when driving over obstacles, such as driveways during mowing. The 1025R open operator station 1025R open operator station is designed for greater comfort and greater visibility. Convenient operation
Thick, textured rubber floor mat reduces vibration and absorbs shock and noise step-through flat platforms and wing-mounted railings, to be easy to get to and off the tractor from both sides the controls are conveniently located next to the wings and are color coded for quick identification Slope steering allows you to keep your hands in a natural position to
reduce fatigue Deluxe suspension the seat has movable armrests and provides great back support Easy access toolbox puts common tools to quickly reach standard 12-V output comfortable charging electronics Easily lift the hood with dual gas charged lifting supports as standard equipment. Simple dam allows you to let you uneven composite hood
providing wide open access to the engine compartment. Foldable roll-over protection (ROPS) protects during operation and improves the ability to store tractors in foldable fold-Gard ROPS Foldable Roll-Gard™ ROPS are standard equipment 1025R Increased visibility Standard (and optional) lighting displayed Oblique hood design provides improved
visibility, in particular during front screen operation Standard lighting equipment shall allow work from early morning to late at night: two front-mounted seam sealing halogen lamps Two amber flashing warning/hazard lights, installed on the ROPS side with reflectors Two additional wing lights are standard 1025R Additional front and rear light kits are available
The heated cab is ideal for cold weather works The John Deere 1R cab is for comfort, safety, and helping you get year-round performance. The cab provides protection against elements to extend the versatility of 1025R tractors to be carried out under all climatic conditions. Sound damping system for quiet, peaceful operation A heated cab allows you to
warm up during the colder months Detachable doors and front and rear windows that open almost 90 degrees provide a cooler working environment during the warmer months. Excellent visibility in your area with full glass doors Compatible with all tractor tools, except 260B Backhoe Lift System options Standard mechanical mower lift Standard mechanical
mower lift system moves the mower together with rear implementers and is factory mounted on 1 family tractors. Lifting an additional hydraulic mower The additional hydraulic mower lift system allows you to lift and lower the mower independently of the rear tools. It uses the loader joystick to lift and lower the mower deck. Optionally, an independent hydraulic
mower lift Additional independent hydraulic lifting system allows you to lift and lower the mower independently of the rear and front tools. It works by using a hammring mounted on the tractor, located near the operator's left knee. For more information on this average mower lifting system, click here. Run with tractor 1 Series, because with the correct
attachment you can finish the day's work before breakfast. The cab is warm and comfortable with quality suitability and finish. Because it has a factory installed. Attach the blade, front loader, snow blower or lens. And you're ready. 1025R with factory-installed heated cab. That's one snow. Click on the PTO-operated tools (115 zs or less) at the back of the
tractor. Easily lift and operate the 60D autoconnecta ™ with a mower deck with easy fastening to the front loader and mower deck. Compatible with John Deere 1 Series Sub-Compact Utility tractors and Deere 2025R. The front loader must be purchased separately. Do you have a minute? Compare 1 series series Deck fastening with Kubota BX SubCompact Utility tractor and Mahindra eMAX Sub-Compact Utility tractor. See how easy it really looks. We design the hoods of our Compact Utility tractors for harsh, extreme environments in which they are intended for use. We have developed them tough and durable. How tough? See what happens when you drop an 8.8 lbs (4 kg) Shot Put on one of our
composite hoods - 20 F. (- 28.89 C) temperature. Do not do this with a metal hood. Expand AllCollapse All's new John Deere Sub-Compact and Compact Tractors by purchasing 2 or more John Deere or Frontier implements. †Uzuzuzuzuzus about this offer, please select the appropriate link below. View Offer Details for New John Deere Sub-Compact and
Compact Tractors. †Uzuzuzuzuzus about this offer, please select the appropriate link below. View Offer Details for the New John Deere 1 Series Sub-Compact Tractors. †Uzuzuzuzuzus about this offer, please select the appropriate link below. View Offer details for the new John Deere 1025R Sub-Compact tractors. †Uzuzuzuzuzus about this offer, please
select the appropriate link below. View Details Expand All Collapse All Magnetic hitch pin Fits John Deere lawn and garden tow behind attachments View Offer Details Expand All Collapse All Magnetic hook pin Fits John Deere lawn and garden drag behind attachments. Strong magnetic handle Rust resistant Easy to install, securely suitable for Ordering
Information For Customers, please contact your local John Deere dealer for availability and pricing information. Magnetic hitch pinOrder number: LP63768 BLV11188 55-amp ALTERNATOR Increase electrical power and charging potential by upgrading from the standard factory 40-amp generator to a 55 amp ALTERNATOR. This generator adds additional
charging power to increased electrical requirements. Ballast box Ballast box with 3E Tractor A ballast box can be used to make extra ballast greater tractor stability. A 23 cm (9-in.) high extension can be added to the ballast box to obtain even higher capacity. Ballast box extension Hook uses the standard Category 1 configuration for connection to tractor
category 1 couplings. A set of brose-flops is required to use the ballast box ™ Quick-Hitch. Ballast box with extension Ballast box may be used for additional ballast transport for greater tractor stability. A 23 cm (9-in.) high extension can be added to the ballast box to obtain even higher capacity. The standard Category 1 configuration for connection to tractor
category 1 coupling shall be used in the coupling. A set of brose-flops is required to use the ballast box ™ Quick-Hitch. The ballast box extension is only available in parts; it is not a factory solution. BXE10606 lock suction mount mobile assembly BXE10607 lock suction mount tablet Assembly Assembly tablet or mobile phone can be done easily with these
solutions. These powerful and easy-to-use fasteners all important items exactly where they are sought. They are the ideal solution for operators who move to multiple computers, reference information, or make calls or video sharing when making repairs. An optional attachment is available for a factory-installed cab of a factory-installed prefabriscion to
improve functionality and communicate with other surrounding vessels. An optional attachment is available for a factory-installed cab of a factory-installed prefabriscion to improve functionality and communicate with other surrounding vessels. BXE10606 lock suction mount mobile phone assembly BXE10607 lock suction mount tablet assembly Assembly
tablet or mobile phone can be done easily with these solutions. These powerful and easy-to-use fasteners keep all important items exactly where they are sought. They are the ideal solution for operators who move to multiple computers, reference information, or make calls or video sharing when making repairs. The engine unit heater adapter fits into the
engine unit for faster and easier start in very cold weather (below 0°F or –18°C). Use 110 volts of electricity. Allow installation for one hour. Engine coolant heater kit Connected to the engine cylinder unit, the engine coolant heater plugs into the 120-V electrical outlet to heat the engine quickly in cold weather. NOTE: It is recommended to install an additional
engine cooling heater, transstams oil heater, and battery heating pad (A22400P - ordered through A and I) when operating machine at temperatures below -18 °C (0第F). BLV10623 front weight bracket extension set The front weight bracket extension set allows you to attach up to seven Quik-Tatch suitcase weights on the front of the tractor to increase the
throttle. BLV11216 power after the set is shown BLV11238 power behind the set, shown in the set of power behind the set of power after the set The power supply outside the kit provides access to pressurised hydraulic oil at the rear of the tractor to power the tools equipped with an open-centre control valve, such as a universal and log splitter. It is
necessary to use 260B backhoe. The power of the tractor outside the assembly is not included in the rear anchorage frame anchorage and must be ordered separately. NOTE: If nothing is hooked to a power greater than that, it is a critical loop is closed to ensure proper hydraulic flow. NOTE: Power Beyond kits are not compatible with factory-installed cab
1025R and 2025R tractors. BLV11216 power after set visible BLV11238 power behind the set shown in the lvB25956 power after kit supplied behind the kit Power supply outside the kit provides access to pressurised hydraulic oil on the back of the tractor to power the tools equipped with centre control valve, such as universal and log splitter. It is necessary
to use 260B backhoe. Power after the set of tractor is not included in the backhoe frame mounting must be ordered separately. NOTE: If nothing is hooked to a power greater than that, it is a critical loop is closed to ensure proper hydraulic flow. NOTE: Power Beyond kits are not compatible with factory-installed cab 1025R and 2025R tractors. BLV10948
hydraulic hose kit Hydraulic hose kit includes hoses and accessories to route hydraulic connections on the back of the tractor for use with rear tools. The front lighting kit provides additional visibility when working in dark conditions. The lights shall be attached to the brush guards on the roll-over protective caps (ROPS). Each set has two lights. NOTE:
Requires a BLV10400 warning light brush guard kit and a LVB26026 light set harness. The 1023E rear working light kit (1023E) is not compatible. NOTE: Required BLV10400 warning light brush guard. The LVB25547 rear working light set (1025R, 2025R, 2032R, 2038R, 3025E, 3032E, 3038E, 4105, 4044M, 4052M, 4066M) is not compatible. NOTE:
Requires a BLV10620 premium warning light brush protection kit. Not compatible with LVB25547 rear working light kit (3033R, 3039R, 3046R, 4044R, 4052R, 4066R). Led working lights installed in ROPS are available for all open station compact utility tractors. These lights provide additional visibility when working in dark conditions and have 180 degree
forward or backward rotation. The kit comes with two lights and installation equipment. This lighting kit is mounted on a warning light brush protector kit mounted on the ROPS and requiring a blv10400 mounting kit for installation. The halogen working light kit mount is still available (LVB25546). An additional premium light kit is available to provide extra
visibility when working in dark conditions. Premium light set includes: two LED-wing lights Two LED roll-over control panels (ROPS) working lights (adjustable 360 degrees forward or backlight) One LED rear power take-off indicator Is available for extra visibility when working in dark conditions. The top quality light set includes: two LED-wing lights Two LED
roll-over protection panels (ROPS) working lights (adjustable 360 degrees forward or rear light) One LED rear PTO lighting protects the turn signal/warning lights from damage caused by low branches on the trees. Each kit includes two guards that are only for free operator station (OOS) tractors. Additional attachments are available for an factory-mounted
cab on a 1025R tractor to improve the and communicate with other surrounding vessels. For an industrially installed cab on a 1025R tractor, additional attachments are available, installed on the mounts installed by dealers to improve the and communicate with others in the surrounding area. Rear working light This kit provides light on the back of the tractor
for evening work. Only for free station tractors this kit contains individual light. Allows you to install for 30 minutes. NOTE: One rear light is included in the kit. NOTE: Both rear and forward facing headlights shall be compatible with the light brush guard kits. The set of lights contains a two to four pigtail that taps into the main harness, as if only plugging into
one set of lights, which ensures two sets of candles to use for the back and forth working lights. The front light is mounted on the brush guard, and the rear light is mounted inside the ROPS using a screw that holds the light and brush guard. NOTE: For 102E3 and 1026R tractors , the failure of the kit during ex-delayed operations (installed inside the ROPS) –
use the LVB25546 anti-ancessent light set as an alternative. A typical home maintenance package, The Filter Paks overview, is a convenient and convenient way for you to purchase all necessary parts of the service interval, as specified in the operator's manual. These kits contain an oil filter, air filter, fuel filter and hydraulic filter, which offers a complete
solution for all maintenance needs to ensure tractors are performing with maximum performance. Benefits filter Paks: Convenience - all filters in one package Value - better price than purchasing individual components performance - get as much as possible in your tractor Easy to understand - indicates patterns and content so you never have to worry about
the right filters compact utility tractor SWJHD1130 radio SWJHD1130WP short chassis radio SWJHD 11630 Radio SWJHD1635BT radio SWSXV200B SiriusXM® tuner (left) and SWR169159 SiriusXM antenna (right) High power stereo solutions provide radio functionality and allow the operator to pair media or mobile devices, bluetooth or bluetooth®
wireless system. Benefits Greater operator convenience during long working hours Additional, USB, and Bluetooth functionality for multimedia playback Heavy duty radio feature comparison diagram Feature SWJHD1130WP SWJHD1130 SWJHD1630 SWJD1635BT Chassis DIN DIN DIN Total output power 30 W x 40 W x 45 W x 45 W x 4 AM/FM stereo
with 30 initial settings (12 AM, 18 FM) Yes Seven-channel National Oceanic and Atmosphere Administration (NOAA) weatherband receiver Yes Weather warning No No Yes Yes Specific area messaging encoding (S.A.M.E.) No No No Yes Yes Electronic US/Euro tuner Digital with RBDS Digital with RBDS Digital with RBDS Digital with RBDS Digital with
RBDS SiriusXM satellite ready (requires SWSXV200B tuner) No No Yes Kica Digital Clock Yes Yes CD Player No USB on front panel (iPhone® mobile devices and charging) No No Yes Front and Backlighting Amber/white Amber/white Amber/white Segmented high visibility liquid crystal display (LCD) Yes Yes No No Full dot matrix high-visibility display No
Yes Yes Electronic bass, treble balance, and fader Yes Preset EQ (Flat, Rock, Pop, Classical, User) Yes Auto search / preset scan tuning Yes Yes Aux-in jack (3.5 mm) for iPod® &lt;3&gt; &lt;3&gt; &lt;6&gt; device/MP3 (front) Yes Aux-in RCA input (back) Yes Pre-amp line out No No No Yes Up to 30 days memory settings Yes Dual-wire hook prevents
battery charging Yes Low battery signal Yes Automatic shut-off if voltage is less than 10.08 VDC Yes iPod direct connection via USB No No Yes Yes Wireless Remote Ready (REMVRCC) Yes Conformal coverage circuit board plates Yes Yes Unbrid duty design maximum durability Yes Yes RoHS compliant Yes Bluetooth wireless streaming audio (A2DP
and AVRCP) No Yes Bluetooth wireless handsfree calls No No Yes SiriusXM is a trademark of Sirius XM Radio Inc., Bluetooth is a trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. iPhone and iPod are trademarks of Apple Inc. SWJHD1130 radio SWJHD1130B Radio SWJHD1630 Radio SWJHD1635BT Radio SWSXV200B SiriusXM® Tuner (SWR169159 SiriusXM
antenna (right) High-power stereo solutions provide radio functionality and allow the operator to pair media or mobile devices using an optional socket or Bluetooth® wireless system. Benefits Greater operator convenience during long working hours Additional, USB, and Bluetooth functionality for multimedia playback Heavy duty radio feature comparison
diagram Feature SWJHD1130WP SWJHD1130 SWJHD1630 SWJD1635BT Chassis DIN DIN DIN Total output power 30 W x 40 W x 45 W x 45 W x 4 AM/FM stereo with 30 initial settings (12 AM, 18 FM) Yes Seven-channel National Oceanic and Atmosphere Administration (NOAA) weatherband receiver Yes Weather warning No No Yes Yes Specific area
messaging encoding (S.A.M.E.) No No Yes Yes Electronic USA/Euro tuner Digital with RBDS Digital with RBDS Digital with RBDS Digital with RBDS Digital with RBDS SiriusXM satellite ready (requires SWSXV200B tuner) No No Yes CD player No No No No USB on front panel (iPhone® mobile device charging and control) No Yes Front and Rear Lighting
Amber /white Amber/white Amber/white Amber/white Segmented high-visibility liquid crystal display (LCD) Yes Yes No No No Full dot matrix high visibility display No No Yes Yes Electronic bass, triple balance, and fader Yes Yes Yes Yes Preset EQ (Flat, The Rock, Rock, Pop, Classical, User) Yes Auto search/preset scan tuning Yes Aux-in jack (3.5 mm) for
iPod® device/MP3 (front) Yes Aux-in RCA input (rear) Yes Pre-amp line out No Yes Yes Up to 30 day memory presets Yes Two wire hookup prevents battery drain drain Yes Yes Low battery alarm Yes Yes Yes Auto shut-off if voltage below 10.8 VDC Yes Yes Jā Low battery signalizācija Jā Auto izslēgšanās, ja spriegums zem 10,8 VDC Jā Jā Jā Yes iPod
direct connection via USB No No Yes Yes Wireless remote-enabled (REMVRCC) Yes Conformal overlay scheme plates Yes Heady-duty design for maximum durability Yes RoHS compliant Yes Yes Yes Bluetooth wireless streaming audio (A2DP and AVRCP) No Bluetooth wireless handsfree calls No SiriusXM is a trademark of Sirius XM Radio Inc.
Bluetooth is a trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. iPhone and iPod are trademarks of Apple Inc. SWJHD1130 radio SWJHD1130WP short chassis radio SWJHD1630 radio SWJHD1635BT radio SWSXV200B SiriusXM® (left) and SWR169159 SiriusXM antenna (right) High-power stereo solutions provide radio functionality and allow the operator to pair media or
mobile devices using an optional socket or Bluetooth® wireless system. Benefits Greater operator convenience during long working hours Additional, USB, and Bluetooth functionality for multimedia playback Heavy duty radio feature comparison diagram Feature SWJHD1130WP SWJHD1130 SWJHD1630 SWJD1635BT Chassis DIN DIN DIN Total output
power 30 W x 40 W x 45 W x 45 W x 4 AM/FM stereo with 30 initial settings (12 AM, 18 FM) Yes Seven-channel National Oceanic and Atmosphere Administration (NOAA) weatherband receiver Yes Weather warning No No Yes Yes Specific area messaging encoding (S.A.M.E.) No No Yes Yes Electronic USA/Euro tuner Digital with RBDS Digital with RBDS
Digital with RBDS Digital with RBDS Digital with RBDS SiriusXM satellite ready (requires SWSXV200B tuner) No No Yes Kivarca Digital Clock Yes CD Player No USB on the front panel (iPhone® mobile device charging and control) No Yes Front and Rear Lighting Amber /white Amber/white Amber/white Amber/white Segmented high-visibility liquid crystal
display (LCD) Yes Yes No No No Full dot matrix high visibility display No No Yes Yes Electronic bass, triple balance, and fader Yes Yes Yes Yes Preset EQ (Flat, The Rock, Rock, Pop, Classical, User) Yes Auto search/preset scan tuning Yes Aux-in jack (3.5 mm) for iPod® device/MP3 (front) Yes Aux-in RCA input (back) Yes Pre-amp line out No Yes Yes
Up to 30 day memory presets Yes Two wire hookup prevents battery drain Low Yes battery Yes shut Auto-off if voltage below 10.8 VDC Yes Yes Yes IPod direct connect through USB No Yes Wireless remote ready (REMVRCC) Yes Conformal coated circuit boards Yes IPod direct connect through USB No Yes Wireless remote ready (REMVRCC) Yes
Conformal coated circuit boards Yes Univaldm -duty design maximum durability Yes RoHS compliant Yes Bluetooth wireless streaming audio (A2DP and AVRCP) No Yes Bluetooth wireless handsfree calls No Yes SiriusXM is a trademark of Sirius XM Radio Inc. Bluetooth is a trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Inc. iPhone and iPod are Apple Inc. UC13499 32kg (70 lb) cast iron rear wheel weight trademarks and outer face shown) BM17976 22,7-kg (50 lb) weight of the rear wheel of the plastic housing with the apparatus, not stackable (inner and outer face visible) BM17972 22.7-kg (50-lb) cast iron wheel weight (inner and outer face shown) BM17965 28,1-kg (62-lb) rear wheel weight (inner and outer surface )
T19293 48,1-kg (106 lb) rear wheel weight (shown inner and outer surface) BM17968 22-kg (48,5-lb) wheel weight (shown inner and outer surface) Wheel weight provides additional adhesion and stability of the rear wheels by attaching balast. Click here to view the wheel weight compatibility manual. THE WEIGHT OF THE REAR WHEEL OF CAST IRON
32-kg (70 lb) OF CAST IRON (shown on the inner and outer surfaces) BM17976 22,7-kg (50-lb) plastic casing, unsp precipice (inner and outer face visible) BM17972 22,7-kg (50-lb) cast iron wheel weight (inner and outer face shown) BM17965 28,1-kg (62 lb) rear weight wheel weight (visible inner and outer surface) T19293 48,1-kg (106 lb) rear wheel
weight (inner and outer surface) BM17968 22-kg (48,5 lb) wheel weight (inner and outer face displayed) Wheel weights provide extra traction and stability by attaching throttle to rear wheels. Click here to view the wheel weight compatibility manual. THE WEIGHT OF THE REAR WHEEL OF CAST IRON 32-kg (70 lb) OF CAST IRON (shown on the inner and
outer surfaces) BM17976 22,7-kg (50-lb) plastic casing, unsp precipice (inner and outer face visible) BM17972 22,7-kg (50-lb) cast iron wheel weight (inner and outer face shown) BM17965 28,1-kg (62 lb) rear weight wheel weight (visible inner and outer surface) T19293 48,1-kg (106 lb) rear wheel weight (inner and outer surface) BM17968 22-kg (48,5 lb)
wheel weight (inner and outer face displayed) Wheel weights provide extra traction and stability by attaching throttle to rear wheels. Click here to view the wheel weight compatibility manual. NOTE: The weight of plastic rear wheels comes with the necessary hardware for installation. 23 kg (50 lb) cast iron wheel weights 23 kg (50 lb) cast iron wheel weights
per 26x12-in. rear tyres:NOTE: Order two sets for both sides of the tractor. 33-kg (72 lb) starter cast iron wheel weight 33 kg (72 lb) starter cast iron wheel weight on 26x12-in. rear tyres:NOTE: Order two sets for both sides of the tractor. 33-kg (72 lb) starter and 23 kg (50 lb) cast iron weight(s) 33-kg (72 lb) starter and 23-kg (50-lb) cast iron weight(s): NOTE:
Order two sets for both sides of the tractor NOTE: The weight of plastic rear wheels comes with the necessary equipment for installation. 23 kg (50 lb) cast iron wheel weights 23 kg (50 lb) cast iron wheel weights per 26x12-in. rear tyres:NOTE: Order two sets for both sides of the tractor. 33-kg lb) starter cast iron wheel weight 33 kg (72 lb) starter cast iron
wheel weight on 26x12-in. rear tyres:NOTE: Order two sets for both sides of the tractor. 33 kg (72 lb) starter and 23 kg cast iron weight(s) 33-kg (72 lb) starter, and (50 lb) cast iron weight(s): NOTE: Order two sets for both sides of the tractor NOTE: The weight of the plastic rear wheel comes with the necessary hardware for installation. 23 kg (50 lb) cast iron
wheel weights 23 kg (50 lb) cast iron wheel weights per 26x12-in. rear tyres:NOTE: Order two sets for both sides of the tractor. 33-kg (72 lb) starter cast iron wheel weight 33 kg (72 lb) starter cast iron wheel weight on 26x12-in. rear tyres:NOTE: Order two sets for both sides of the tractor. 33-kg (72 lb) starter and 23 kg (50 lb) cast iron weight(s) 33 kg (72 lb)
starter and 23-kg (50-lb) cast iron weight(s): NOTE: Order two sets of both tractor tire chain tire chains to increase traction dramatically under ice and snow conditions. NOTE: Not intended for use in all four rear tyres on TH 6x4. iMatch Quick-Hitch bushing Customers, please contact your local John Deere dealer for availability and pricing information. iMatch
Quick-Hook Bushings Order Number: LP19969 iMatch Quick-Hitch (LVB25255) iMatch Quick-Hitch with rotary cutter hookup (LVB2525) 5) iMatch Quick-Hitch (LVB25976) iMatch Quick-Hitch with rotary cutter hookup (LVB25976) One of the biggest concerns of customers is the difficulty of adding the tractor to the work. John Deere has addressed this issue
with iMatch Quick-Hitch. The iMatch Quick-Hitch provides an easy hookup and guaranteed fit for all category 1 tools that are designed to meet the ASAE Category 1 Standard S278.6 quick to add hook. All exercises require a set of bushes to make attachments to fit and function properly with the iMatch Quick-Hook. One set of bushes comes with an iMatch
Quick-Hook. NOTE: In the picture, you see a box set. These bushes allow hooks to iMatch and on the work co-pins to fit together properly. All other tools (box blades, cultivators, rear blades, etc.) will need a box set to enlarge the pin that matches the iMatch hooks. Bushes of different lengths can be found in the parts system or through the toss supplier (see
dimensions below). Upper bush inner diameter: 0.76-0.77 in. Outside diameter: 1.24-1.25 in. Lower bushes Inner diameter: 0.88 to 0.89 in. Outside diameter: 1.43 to 1.44 in. 1023E Sub-Compact Tractor 1025R Sub-Compact Tractor * Price recommended by the manufacturer. Taxes, shipment, setup, and delivery are not included. Additional accessories and
enhancements are not included. Equipment, models and prices may vary depending on the distributor. Product options and accessories may not be available in all regions. Engine horsepower information shall be provided by the engine manufacturer, which shall be used only for comparison. The horsepower of actual operation will be smaller. Offers valid
Countries. Prices in US dollars. Product features may change. Please contact your local dealer for more details. Information.
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